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Abstract (Eng.) 
Whilst drum replacement, the act of replacing the sound of a particular drum with a pre-
recorded sample, has been in practice since the 1970s it is only towards the end of the 
first decade of the 21st century that software drum machines such as Toontrack’s 
Superior Drummer 2.0 and Steven Slate Drums have become an popular alternative to 
actual drum recordings within music production. With the increasing popularity there 
have been voices from the music community in protest claiming that a machine could 
never replace an actual drummer. 
 
What I aimed to do in this project was to do a comparative study, where I analyse and 
compare various aspects of both alternatives – a recorded performance with an actual 
drummer and a MIDI programmed performance sampled drum machine – and see 
whether or not a human drummer could possibly be replaceable.  
 
The results indicated that, given the circumstances and project restrictions, the 
differences were mostly too miniscule to have any practical value and therefore a 
drummer was in this scenario replaceable by a MIDI programmable drum machine. 
 
Abstract (Swe.) 
Trots att “drum replacement”, att ersätta ljudet av en specifik trumma med ett 
förinspelat ljudklipp, har använts sedan 70-talet så är det först mot slutet av 2000-talets 
första decennium som mjukvarubaserade trumbibliotek, så som Toontracks Superior 
Drummer 2.0 och Steven Slate Drums, har blivit ett populärt alternativ för faktiska 
truminspelningar inom musikproduktion. I och med den ökade populäriteten har många 
från musikvärlden protesterat och hävdat att en maskin aldrig kan ersätta en riktig 
trumslagare. 
 
Tanken med det här projektet var att göra en jämförande studie där jag analyserar och 
jämför olika aspekter av de båda alternativen - ett inspelat framförande med en riktig 
trumslagare och ett framförande programmerat i MIDI med en samplingsbaserad 
trummaskin - för att se huruvida en mänsklig trummis skulle kunna vara ersättningsbar. 
 
Resultaten visade, med hänsyn tagen till projektets begränsningar, att skillnaderna var 
för små för att ha något praktiskt värde och att en trummisen i det här scenariot därför 
kunde ersättas med en midiprogrammerbar trummaskin.  
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Terminology 
3-to-1 rule: When using two microphones to record a sound source, the 3-to-1 rule aims 
to provide the best results as it suggests placing the second mic three times the distance 
from the first mic that the first mic is from the source. The level of the signal entering 
the second mic (the one farther away) is reduced in level compared to the signal 
entering the first mic; tripling the distance substantially reduces the relative level of the 
signal in the two mikes. This reduces the effects of phase cancellation, since the most 
cancellation will occur when the two mic signal levels are equal (Sweetwater 1997). 
 
barre chord: a term referring to “a type of guitar chord, where one or more fingers are 
used to press down multiple strings across the guitar fingerboard (like a bar pressing 
down the strings)” (Lorange 2010). 
 
bleed: also known as spill and leakage, bleed is the “occurrence in sound recording 
(particularly in close miking) and live sound mixing whereby sound is picked up by a 
microphone from a source other than that which is intended” (Huber 2005). 
 
blast beat: “a blast beat is a drum beat that originated in jazz but is generally associated 
with extreme metal and grindcore. The blast-beat generally comprises a repeated, 
sixteenth-note figure played at a very fast tempo, and divided uniformly among the bass 
drum, snare, and ride, crash, or hi-hat cymbal” (MacGregor 2006). 
 
breakdown: a term that refers to a specific section of a heavy metal song. “A 
breakdown is characterised by a beat much slower than the main verses and chorus of a 
song, the primary ingredients being a steady beat from the drums and a chugging 
rhythm from the guitar” (x_Joe_x 2007). 
 
brightness: a term describing frequencies on the human hearing frequency spectrum, 
generally considered to lie above 10 kHz (Dennis 1998). 
 
BPM: Beats Per Minute. 
 
consolidate: the act of glueing or rendering together multiple audio clips on a audio 
track to a single, longer, audio clip. 
 
D-beat: a drum beat that incorporates fast rhythmic movements between the hi hat, 
snare and kick drum, often associated with the D-beat music genre and more 
specifically the band Discharge.  
 
DAW: Digital Audio Workstation, a software audio production program. 
 
Drop D tuning: a term describing the sixth string on a guitar (normally tuned to low E) 
tuned a whole step down to D (How to Tune a Guitar 2007). 
 
mic, mike: colloquial terms for “microphone”. 
 
miking: the act of placing a microphone on or towards a sound source, in any fashion, 
with the intention of recording said source. 
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mix-down: as a verb it refers to the act of recording an audio mix which includes 
multiple different audio files or clips to a single audio file, as a noun it refers to said 
audio file. 
 
on axis / off axis: the angle at which a microphone is pointed towards a sound source, 
when on axis refers to pointing the microphone directly in line with sound source and 
off axis refers to angling the microphone past or away from the sound source. 
 
MIDI: an abbreviation for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a technical standard for 
electronic musical instruments is a protocol developed in the 1980's which allows 
electronic instruments and other digital musical tools to communicate with each other.  
MIDI itself does not make sound, it is just a series of messages like "note on," "note 
off," "note/pitch," "pitch bend," and many more.  These messages are interpreted by a 
MIDI instrument to produce sound.  A MIDI instrument can be a piece of hardware 
(electronic keyboard, synthesizer) or part of a software environment (DAW) 
(amandaghassaei 2015). 
 
palm muting: a term that refers to a playing technique for guitar and bass guitar, 
executed by placing the side of the picking hand below the little finger across the strings 
to be plucked, very close to the bridge, and then plucking the strings while the damping 
is in effect (Cross 2002). 
 
phase: a term that describes where in its cycle a periodic waveform is at any given time 
(Sweetwater 2004). 
  
phase issues/phase cancellation: terms for what occurs when two signals of the same 
frequency are out of phase with each other resulting in a net reduction in the overall 
level of the combined signal. If two identical signals are 100% or 180 degrees out of 
phase they will completely cancel one another if combined. When similar complex 
signals (such as the left and right channel of a stereo music program) are combined 
phase cancellation will cause some frequencies to be cut, while others may end up 
boosted (Sweetwater 2004). 
 
phase check: a term used for various tests that one can perform to determine how well 
or poorly a multi microphone recording performs with regards to phase cancellation. 
Programs such as Sound Radix’ Auto-Align works to align the phase of a recorded 
signal to another, thus alleviating phase cancellation. 
 
phasy: a term describing the sound of phase cancellation, often referring to a lack of 
low end and instability over the frequency response of the recorded signal. 
 
polar-pattern: a term that describes the directionality of a microphone. A microphone's 
polar pattern or directionality indicates how sensitive it is to sounds arriving at different 
angles about its central axis (White 2007). 
 
polyrhythm: is a term that refers to the “simultaneous use of two or more conflicting 
rhythms, that are not readily perceived as deriving from one another, or as simple 
manifestations of the same meter” (Randel 1986). 
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quantisation: a term that describes, in digital music processing technology, the process 
of aligning a set of musical notes to a precise setting. This results in notes being set on 
beats and on exact fractions of beats. The purpose of quantisation in music processing is 
to provide a more beat-accurate timing of sounds. Quantisation is frequently applied to 
a record of MIDI notes created by the use of a musical keyboard or drum machine 
(Media College 2007). 
 
sampler: an “electronic musical instrument similar in some respects to a synthesiser 
but, instead of generating sounds, it uses recordings (or "samples") of sounds that are 
loaded or recorded into it by the user ahnd then played back by means of the sampler 
program itself, a keyboard, sequencer or other triggering device to perform or compose 
music” (Green 2014). 
 
shimmer: a term describing frequencies on the human hearing frequency spectrum, 
generally considered to lie above 15 kHz (Dennis 1998). 
 
software sampler: a piece of software which allows a computer to emulate the 
functionality of a sampler (Tweakmeister 2005). 
 
software synthesizer: a computer program, or plug-in, for digital audio generation. 
Also known as a softsynth (Tweakmeister 2005). 
 
stem mix: a term that refers to the mixing of stems. “A stem, also known as a submix, 
subgroup, or bus track, is a single audio file made by combining similar tracks. For 
example, you can create a "vocal stem" by soloing all vocal layers simultaneously and 
exporting them as a single stereo audio file” (Fix Your Mix 2010). 
 
stereo image: a term describing the effect of listening to audio in stereo. A stereo sound 
when played through two speakers, each playing a separate channel, creates a phantom 
center between them. 
 
timeline marker / marker: a visual marker or a note one can place anywhere on the 
timeline in a DAW, can include information about tempo, section, own memos, etc. 
Also known as “memory locations”. 
 
transient: a term which in “acoustics and audio refers to a high amplitude, short-
duration sound at the beginning of a waveform that occurs in phenomena such as 
musical sounds, noises or speech” (Stepanishen 1998). 
 
tremolo picking: a term that refers to a “guitar playing technique that employs strictly 
alternating downward and upward picking strokes in a continuous run, and is the most 
common method of plectrum playing. Also known as alternate picking” (Hot 2011). 
 
velocity: a “measure of how rapidly and forcefully a key on a keyboard is pressed when 
the player initially presses the key. Velocity measurement is intended to simulate the 
behavior of a piano mechanism; a note struck on a piano is louder if the key is struck 
more forcefully. Thus, velocity becomes a measurement of note strength” (Electronic 
Music Wiki 2014). 
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1 Introduction 
In 1999 the Swedish, then, video game music company Toontrack Music released 
“Drumkit from Hell”, a sample based drum software synthesizer, ushering in a new 
trend in heavy metal music production – programmed drums (Toontrack 2009). 
 
Over the years the software synthesizers and samplers became more and more 
sophisticated with the Toontrack products leading the evolution. With their release of 
Superior Drummer 2.0 in 2008 an entire subgenre of heavy metal started emerging 
which today has acquired the name Djent, a progressive metal movement filled with 
aspiring “bed-room musicians” who record all instruments in their homes and program 
the drum parts using such software synthesizers (Thomson 2011). While the option is 
most economically viable for independent and young musicians there has been an 
outcry from various directions such as fans of other styles of heavy metal and, perhaps 
more notably, drummers and percussionists; the people that are in a way being 
“replaced by machines”. These people often argue the point that “programmed drums 
don’t sound natural” or that there exists some sort of an organic “feeling” or “magic” 
that is lost in a programmed performance. With this attitude there often follows the 
claim that the people in question could “easily spot a programmed performance”. 
Naturally, not everybody agrees with those claims and some see pros and cons with 
both alternatives (Gilder 2011). Whether this is true or not is the basic research question 
for my comparative study. 
 
 
1.1 Background 
I have been fascinated by sampling for a number of years now after working with 
Toontrack products such as Superior Drummer 2.0 but never questioned this “realism” I 
heard drummers talk about until I came across a comment made by the user 
3260element on the Gearslutz forums; “Can acoustic drum samples come close to the 
real thing?” (3260element 2014). I want to know if it can. 
 
 
1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of my project is to create, compare and analyse two alternatives – a 
recorded performance with an actual drummer and a MIDI programmed performance 
sampled drum machine – in production scenarios of five subgenres of heavy metal.  
 
The research questions to which I seek answers to are: 
 

1. Which similarities and differences in sound can be noted and described in the 
use of recorded performance (with an actual drummer) vs. a MIDI programmed 
performance sampled drum machine? (Does it sound different?) 

 
2. Which similarities and differences in musicality can be noted and described in 

the use of recorded performance (with an actual drummer) vs. a MIDI 
programmed performance sampled drum machine? (Does it feel different?) 
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1.3 Expected Results 
To think internally I presume this project will be another great learning experience for 
me to further develop my sound recording, mixing and programming skills, as well as 
training in quantitative research. I also think that this will be an artistic challenge as I 
will have the objective to not only write music with a clear set of limitations and 
references but also to try and match sonically a real life drum performance through 
drum programming. 
 
To think externally I hope to be able to shed a light on this hot button topic in the heavy 
metal subculture and to even inspire further research on a greater scale in the same field. 
Perhaps even beyond the borders of heavy metal as drum samples exist in many other 
genres of music.  
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2 Method 
In order to present an accurate A/B comparison between a programmed performance 
and a “real” performance, and as I use different methods at different times, I have 
constructed a process which spans a field covering artistic choices as well as 
quantitative research. I have broken this process down into five phases. 
 
During many of the phases there will be references to relevant literature, but since there 
does not seem to be any earlier research on this topic I will have to create a lot of the 
material myself. It is my ambition to document and motivate my choices well in writing 
throughout this project. 
 
 
2.1 Project Phases 
The phases I constructed are explained below.  
 

1. Content Creation 
During the content creation phase I will compose and arrange five pieces of 
music within the heavy metal genres chosen at random with the goal of at least 
1:30 minutes of material per piece.1 These arrangements will include drums, 
electric guitars and electric bass. The music will be written with individual 
ideological and compositional references. These pieces will be recorded in my 
home studio through my own equipment to accelerate the process. 

 
2. Recording 

During the recording phase I will record a drummer playing the beats I will have 
composed over the five pieces on the drummer’s drum kit. I will also record 
individual hits on all of the individual drum kit pieces using the same miking 
techniques and configurations as in the recording in order to build a virtual drum 
kit with a sound that is identical that of the recording. 

 
3. Building a Virtual Drum Kit 

During the virtual drum kit building phase I will use a software drum sampler 
(Native Instrument’s Kontakt) to “sample” the drummer’s drum kit into a 
playable software synthesizer. After the sampling I will program a MIDI 
performance of the same beats that the drummer played using this sampler as a 
sound source in my Digital Audio Workstation2 Cockos Reaper3. 

 
4. Mixing 

During the mixing phase I will mix the musical pieces both with the real drum 
performance and my programmed sampled performance, utilising identical 
processing on every track between the these versions. 

 
5. Analysis 

During the analysis phase I will gather the mix-downs and analyse the 
differences and similarities, and finally draw conclusions based on the analysis. 

 
The implementation of these phases are listed in more detail in the next chapter. 

1 Notation and further compositional information can be found in appendices A-E 
2 Henceforth referred to as “DAW” 
3 Henceforth referred to as “Reaper” 
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3 Implementation 
3.1 Content Creation 
To determine which styles of heavy metal to work with I wanted to utilise some form of 
randomisation to attenuate the amount of personal influence and bias. Using the pages 
listed in the “Heavy metal subgenres” category on Wikipedia (Wikipedia 2013), I 
constructed a list of 53 subgenres which I put through Random.org’s List Randomizer 
(Random.org 2007). I decided to write pieces in the top five subgenres that would 
appear after randomisation.  
 
The top five subgenres were: 

1. Melodic metalcore 
2. Black metal 
3. Melodic death metal 
4. Progressive metal 
5. Thrash metal 

 
Luckily these were all styles I felt fairly comfortable with already which made reference 
song selection a lot easier. The reference songs I chose were songs that I felt embodied 
the characteristics of each subgenre, both musically and sonically, as well as being 
relatively modern productions. 
 
The reference songs chosen were: 

1. Trivium - “Like Light to the Flies” (Trivium 2005) 
2. Mayhem - “Funeral Fog” (Mayhem 1994)4 
3. At the Gates - “Death and the Labyrinth” (At the Gates 2014) 
4. Meshuggah - “Demiurge” (Meshuggah 2012) 
5. Havok - “Point of No Return” (Havok 2012) 

 
The compositional process was structured the same for all of the songs and they were all 
named after their respective genres.  
 
First I imported a MP3 or WAV file of the song in question into my DAW, Cockos 
Reaper, where I analysed various parameters such as tempo, signature, key and stylistic 
or genre-specific elements. Parts of the songs were then extracted for further analysis 
and the parts that I wrote from those were then arranged into the final songs. Further 
details on these processes are listed in appendices A-E. 
 
After having analysed the songs I tried to emulate each given song’s sonic 
characteristics. As the arrangements were all restricted to drums, electric guitars and 
bass it proved fairly easy to emulate these sonic groups with the tools I had.  
 
The guitars were processed using my Fractal Audio Axe Fx II Mark II guitar 
amplification modeller/preamp, using their “Tone-Match” function which allows one to 
emulate a guitar tone from a recording, and recorded directly from there into Reaper. 
This feature was used on every single song to add to the accuracy of the emulated sonic 
characteristics of the reference track.  

4 “Funeral Fog” is arguably too old to be considered a product of modern music production techniques but 
I reason that the sound of that song is so iconic for the genre that many of today’s Black Metal artists use 
that sound as inspiration for their own productions. The song is also featured on an album that is widely 
considered to be one of the most influential black metal albums of all time (Terrorizer 2014).  
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I used a number of different guitars to achieve different sounds, such as a ESP Ltd 
MMV guitar with EMG active pickups for solos and rhythm guitars on the thrash metal 
track as it happens to the be the same model as Havok’s guitarist uses, and my own 
Owlwood Custom HH1 seven string guitar for the progressive metal track, as it can be 
tuned low enough to sound like Meshuggah. All instrument choices were made with 
these kind of things in mind, for further reading see appendix G. 
 
Unlike the guitars the bass tones were not emulated using the “Tone-Match” function, 
but dialed in manually by ear yet with the intention and goal to be sonically relevant to 
the genre and song. The tones were also constructed in the Axe Fx preamp and recorded 
directly into Reaper. 
 
As the drums were less important than the rest of the recordings at this stage (as these 
would be deleted after the actual drum recordings had taken place) I used Toontrack’s 
Superior Drummer 2.0 sample engine, with the Metal Foundry sound library, utilising 
ready-made producer presets that come with the program. These presets were made and 
mixed by producers such as Fredrik Thordendal (Meshuggah) and Daniel Bergstrand 
(Meshuggah, In Flames, Behemoth) and were made with various genres in mind, such 
as black metal and progressive metal, which I used to my advantage in order to save 
time. 
 
I performed all guitar and bass parts myself and used Reaper’s MIDI sequencer to write 
the drum parts. The results were five individual pieces of music with the length of 
around 1:30 minutes each.  
 
These pieces were then exported from Reaper as full mixes, stems (individual sound 
files for each group; drums, guitars, bass, etc.) and with a MIDI file which held the 
composed drum track, all of which was then sent to the drummer who had the 
assignment to learn the drum parts to the best of his abilities whilst adding whatever he 
felt needed to make it seem more “natural” to play. 
 
 
3.2 Recording 
The recording phase had two goals; to record a drum performance of each of the new 
songs and to record samples of each and every individual drum and cymbal. This was 
done in two recordings session where the first one was utilised to test microphones and 
microphone placements and the second one was used to actually record the 
performances and the samples. The goal was to create a sound that was simultaneously 
aggressive enough to be suitable for most types of heavy metal and neutral enough to 
have many different mixing manipulation possibilities. 
 
The first session, which spanned around 8 hours, resulted in microphone choices and 
placements that in many ways may seem quite typical for heavy metal drum recordings. 
The approach wound up being a combination of “close-miking”, “overhead miking” and 
“room miking”. The choices were my responsibility but made in cooperation with the 
drummer in question. 
 
The second session, which spanned around 20 hours was spent recording both the 
performances for the five songs and multiple layers of individual samples for each and 
every kit pieces, many with alternative articulations. 
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Figure 1: TLM 103 on Hi Hat 

The signals went through an Audient ASP8024 analog mixer and a Digidesign 192 I/O 
A/D Converter into an instance of Avid Pro Tools 10HD. 
 
3.2.1 Close Miking 
The drummer and I considered all microphones that were placed at between 1 to 15 cm 
distance from the sound sources (as well as the kick drum microphones) to be “close 
mikes”. These included mikes on the individual drums as well as Hi Hat and Ride.  
 
The kick drum was recorded using two microphones, one Audix D6 placed off axis 
inside the actual kick drum roughly 10-15 cm from the foot pedal beaters and one Moon 
Mic DK-27 sub kick microphone between 5 and 10 cm from the outside of the kick 
drum a few cm from the rim. After extensive testing with microphones such as the 
Shure Beta52A and AKG D112 I decided on the Audix D6 as it delivered a certain 
punch and attack that I felt served well with heavy metal. The Moon Mic served only 
the purpose of adding low end response to the sound in case it would be needed at a 
later time. 
 
The snare drum was treated with a Shure SM57 dynamic microphone pointed off-axis to 
the top drum head at around 7.5-10 cm distance. It also included a “snare bottom mic”, 
where an AKG C451B small membrane condenser microphone was placed at a similar 
distance from under the snare drum, at around 90° angle with the SM57 and the actual 
snares in line with the microphones. The decision there was pretty simple, the SM57 
captured all of the punch I wanted from the snare drum and worked very well with the 
C451B which added an immense brightness to the bottom snares.5 I felt that these 
microphones captured the essence of the snare drums very nicely whilst leaving room 
for pretty dramatic changes in later mixing. 
 
The toms were recorded using Sennheiser’s MD421-II dynamic microphones, placed 
off axis (45° angle) at about 10-15 cm distance from the centre of each drum. The 
MD421-II’s low mid reproduction was unrivaled in our testing and blended with the 
overheads and room microphones it felt like a complete sound right away. 
 
As for the Hi Hat and Ride cymbal a pair of Neumann TLM103 
large membrane condenser microphones were used, placed off 
axis around 10 cm from the bells and angled in such a fashion 
as to place the snare in either microphone’s polar pattern’s 
“blind spot” (see figure 1). This was thought to reduce the 
amount of snare “bleed” into these microphones and it did.  
 
The reasoning for using these microphones were their 
comfortable character which complemented the overheads very 
well, which was of vital importance as these were thought as secondary microphones 
whose only role was to add a slight closeness to these kit pieces. 
 
3.2.2 Overheads 
After experimenting with various miking techniques, the drummer and I came to the 
conclusion that for our goal I should utilise the so called “A-B Stereo” technique (also 
known as “Spaced Pair”). The technique uses two cardioid or omnidirectional 

5 The other strongest contender for the Snare Top position was the Shure Beta57 microphone, but I felt it 
added too much low end for this project. 
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Figure 3: MD421-II on Floor Tom 

microphones spaced 1-3 meters apart from each other panned in a left/right 
configuration to capture the stereo image. The benefits of said technique are in a very 
wide stereo image and the drawbacks are in phase issues when mixed down to mono, 
drawbacks that I both considered acceptable for our purpose (Shure 2015). 
 
After some testing I decided on a pair of Neumann KM184 microphones as they 
delivered both a balanced and a neutral sound. These were placed with around 1.5 m 
distance between them and I tried to create a triangle between them and the snare drum 
so that the snare drum would become the phantom centre of the stereo image. 
 
3.2.3 Room 
I felt that the room in question6 was rather acoustically dull but I regarded the room 
microphones’ primary function being to capture a “wholeness” of the drum kit rather 
than capturing the room characteristics, as in heavy metal drum mixing the overheads 
serve the function of being cymbal microphones rather than capturing the whole drum 
kit (Hamidovic 2012). 
 
After extensive testing I decided on a pair of Neumann U87 microphones, spaced a few 
meters from the drum kit with 1.5-2 m gap between them, as felt they gave a fantastic 
character to whole drum kit, complementing the close mikes and overheads very well. 
 
3.2.4 Bleed & Phase 
Close miking the snare drum presented an interesting problem 
with regards to bleed, as the Hi Hat sound was far too present in 
the SM57 microphone recording. To reduce this bleed I 
constructed a sound barrier from some scrap acoustic foam that 
was laying around the studio and a piece of masking tape (see 
figure 2). 
 
The results spoke for themselves as most if not all of the 
noticeable bleed vanished from the snare top recording. 
 
I faced a similar problem with the tom microphones, more 
specifically the higher floor tom picking up a lot of Ride sounds 
and the lower floor tom picking up a lot of the China sounds. 
Setting all three MD421-II’s to “M”7 relieved a lot of the 
problems but not all. After experimenting with angles I decided 
to leave it there as the toms would be sound replaced in the 
mixing. With the benefit of hindsight I think I could have 
experimented more with this sound separation. 
 
With every added microphone there will be added phase issues. Using the 3-to-1 rule 
and using the Snare Top track as the centre of everything I measured the mic 
placements the best I could to avoid severe phase cancellation. 
 
Even after that there was need for manual phase alignment in the mixing stage. 

6 Inspelningsrum 1 at Linnéuniversitetet, Växjö, Sweden 
7 The MD421 has a 5-position bass roll-off switch. The switch is not marked with specific frequencies or 
amounts (dB) of cut. The “flat” position is marked M for Music; the other extreme is marked “S” for 
Speech, and cuts the low end by approximately 6dB below 500 Hz (RecordingHacks.com 2013). 

Figure 2: Microphone Bleed Control 
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3.2.5 Performance 
After getting all microphones set up the drummer rehearsed the songs a few times. I laid 
out the stems of each track in Pro Tools and used the Playlist function to record multiple 
takes with the same starting point on the timeline. 
 
I recorded the pieces in the same order as they were demoed (which in turn was the 
same order they came up on the randomise list) starting with the melodic metalcore 
piece and ending with the thrash metal piece. Between three to five takes were 
necessary on each piece for both of us to be happy with the result, but the entire process 
went by very fast and smoothly, mostly thanks to the drummer having studied well what 
to play. 
 
I used the same microphones and placements on all of the songs, but changed out the 
snare drums between songs by what I felt was more appropriate for each given style. 
 
3.2.6 Samples 
After recording the performances it was time to record the samples.  
 
With the goal of creating accurate and detailed virtual drums I wanted to have a lot of 
detail in the recorded samples. All hits were recorded with the relevant microphones - 
“Close”, “Overhead” & “Room” - with only specific bleed into other microphones 
recorded for effect. A table outlisting the recorded samples can be found in appendix H. 
 
The individual drum kit pieces were recorded in the following order: 

1. Mapex Snare + Articulations 
2. Tama Snare + Articulations 
3. Hi Hat + Articulations 
4. Rack Tom 
5. Floor Tom 1 
6. Floor Tom 2 
7. Left Cymbal 
8. Ride 
9. Right Cymbal 
10. China 

 
The velocity layer groups were organised after the amount of steps in the MIDI scale (0-
128), with the groups being generally; 0-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100, 101-115, 116-126 
and with a final group at 127 on Kick, Snares and Toms (alt. 116-127 for other pieces).  
 
After the recording of the samples was completed the result was around 3 gigabytes of 
recorded data, organised with over 130 timeline markers carrying any relevant 
information to each recording in Pro Tools. 
 
3.3 Building a Virtual Drum Kit 
The next step was to construct a fully functional virtual drum kit from the recorded 
samples. Moving from the recording environment to my own home studio for further 
work required transferring all of the files from the Pro Tools session to a Reaper 
session. 
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3.3.1 Reaper Transfer and Processing 
To start the categorisation I opened up the Pro Tools session file that included the 
recorded material. All of the recordings had happened in “Groups”, where every 
recording there was a ready made group of all individual files that were recorded at each 
given time - this saved a lot of time and effort. 
 
When in selecting an audio clip that is in a Group in Pro Tools, all other clips in the 
same Group are also selected. Using the Clip list I could see all selected audio clips at 
any given time and through right-clicking on the computer mouse on any of the selected 
clips a menu appears on the screen which presents many action alternatives. One of said 
alternatives is “Export clips as files” which allows the user to export all selected clips as 
audio files to a hard drive location of their choosing. 
 
Using this method I exported all individual groups to individual folders, roughly one 
group per marker, and renamed each folder after whatever information said group 
included. 
 
I then exported a blank MIDI file from Pro Tools that included all marker and tempo 
information and imported that file into Reaper. After that it was just a puzzle to import 
each Group of files onto the correct imported marker in Reaper. 
 
After all 130+ Groups were properly located in the Reaper session I phase-checked all 
of the tracks using Sound Radix’s Auto-Align with the Snare Top track as a source and 
consolidated all of the tracks, creating one audio clip for every audio track in the 
session. This made it easier to work with the Batch functions in Reaper, such as 
Dynamic Split (the automatic splitting of audio files at audio transients) and Batch 
Export (the automatic naming, categorisation and rendering of individual audio clips in 
Reaper to individual audio files). Using said functions I exported all individual hits to 
their appropriate Velocity Layer folder, resulting in 2763 individual audio files in 138 
folders. 
 
3.3.2 Native Instruments Kontakt 5 
As each hit included (apart from the left, right and china cymbals) one “Close Mic” 
audio file, one stereo “Overheads” audio file and one stereo “Room” audio file, I need a 
software sampler that could provide specific tools to achieve maximum accuracy in 
building my virtual drum set. 
 
The sampler I eventually chose was Native Instruments’ Kontakt 5, one of the most 
powerful software samplers around at the time of this writing. Whilst it offers many 
useful functions in it’s default graphic interface there were two specific functions that I 
needed for this project: 
 

1. Intelligent Random Round-Robin 
“Round-robin” is a term used in sampling for when multiple samples are 
triggered one after another in a repeating cycle using the same trigger, in this 
case a specific MIDI note played on a keyboard. In practice this is used to avoid 
playing the same sample two times in a row, and can be visualised as a sequence 
of numbers: 1-2-3-4. The first time you activate the trigger, in this case a 
specific note on a keyboard, it plays sample 1, the next time it plays sample 2, 
the third time it plays sample 3 and then finally sample 4. At the end of this 
cycle it repeats so that the fifth time you press the key it plays sample 1. 
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NI Kontakt offers a “Random Round-Robin” switch for it’s sample groups 
which, instead of playing the same cycle over and over, randomiss the order in 
which the samples are played. This is absolute randomisation which means that 
in a case which includes 4 samples it is a 25% chance that it plays the same 
sample twice when the note is played twice in a row. 
 
What I needed was Intelligent Random Round Robin, which could remember 
which sample group was played last so that it would never play the same sample 
two times in a row. 
 

2. Multitrack/Multigroup Triggering 
As every sampled hit included multiple audio files they all needed to be played 
at the same time at all times as mixing up close mikes, room and overheads 
randomly could and would result in phase issues. It was therefor of vital 
importance that every hit that was triggered played all of the audio files and only 
the audio files that belonged to that specific hit and no other. 
 

In order to achieve this within Kontakt I had to learn “scripting”. This means using 
computer programming languages such as Javascript to tell Kontakt manually what to 
do at any given time. Having no real experience with computer programming I 
purchased Xtant Audio’s Kontakt Scripting Lesson Bundle (Healy 2014), and with the 
guidance of  Xtant Audio’s David Healy successfully scripted and constructed a “Multi-
instrument”, where these two specific functionality needs were met but every drum kit 
piece was programmed as an individual instrument. This was a result of running out of 
time and since it offered all of the functionality I needed I made due. After routing the 
sounds of each instrument to the Kontakt Ouput Mixer to emulate the track layout of the 
original recordings I could start programming the actual MIDI performance. 
 
3.4 Mixing 
The mixing was done in two stages - at home in Reaper and at school in Pro Tools - 
where the Reaper mix included all sound-defining decisions and MIDI programming 
and the Pro Tools mix included an overall stem-based balance mix. 
 
3.4.1 Triggering vs. Programming 
One of the harder choices I had to make was to decide if I would utilise “triggering” or 
not. Triggering is a term that in modern music production can mean many different 
things but for me it meant utilising “sound replacement”, which in practice is using the 
transient of a recorded hit to trigger another piece of sound. This is very common in 
music production whereas many producers have sample libraries they’ve built 
themselves over the span of many years and this allows them to reuse any of the sounds 
in their personal library in any new productions. 
 
Using this definition the main difference between programming and triggering becomes 
in the actual trigger-source, whereas with triggering the transient of the audio file is 
used to commence the playback of the sound and with programming the information 
conveyed by the MIDI note commences the playback. 
 
I chose to fully process the drums to the best of my abilities and I decided that doing so 
included triggering the close mic tracks. The samples used when triggering the close 
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mikes were the same the samples used in building the virtual drum kits and the program 
used for the triggering was WaveMachine Labs’ Drumagog 5. 
 
3.4.2 Reaper Mix 
All of the songs got a very similar treatment. At first I opened up the original demo 
sessions and deleted the drums I had written using Superior Drummer after which I 
saved this new session as a separate file and continued working.  
 
I imported the recorded tracks from the drummer’s performance and arranged them so 
they made sense to me visually. I then inserted an instance of Drumagog 5 on any kick, 
snare and tom track and triggered these tracks with samples from the same kit pieces. 
This served three purposes, to lower the dynamics of the hits and thus balancing the 
overall volume of the track, to reduce microphone bleed and to insure the likeness of the 
sounds between these recordings and the virtual drum kit introduced later. 
 
After fully triggering these tracks I started mixing the overall sound of the drums. 
Different styles call for different sounds so there were a lot of different decisions made 
for each piece of music. An example of that the mixing of the drums on “Melodic 
Metalcore” where I tried to get a very clean and punchy sound with a lot of attack and 
speed and another is “Progressive Metal” where I opted for a heavy but roomy sound 
(Hamidovic 2012). 
 
With different goals came different settings but the same plugins were used on all with 
very similar goals, such as Toontracks EZMix which includes a number of preset 
processing chains that I used to build the sounds, FabFilter Pro-Q 2 equaliser which was 
used to both filter away unwanted frequencies and alter the frequency response of any 
given kit piece and Waves RCompressor for general compressing duties. As for reverb I 
utilised Lexicon’s PCM Native Plate primarily on kick, snare and toms. 
 
The drums were also quantised slightly. I did not want to jeopardise the natural feel of 
the recordings but to not quantise at all would also be a problem as that is not 
representative of fully processing modern metal drums in most of these style. I 
compromised by only quantising specific faster parts, such as longer 16th note kick 
drum patterns and certain fills. 
 
After fully mixing the drums of each given song with the previously recorded material I 
duplicated everything and moved it to the end of the session which created two 
instances of all of the files of the same song in a single session. I then created a track 
with an instance of the Kontakt sampler and loaded up the virtual drum kit I had created 
using the samples from the recording session. I then proceeded to write a MIDI 
performance after the hits I from the original recording and finally I bussed out every 
single kit piece in the virtual drum kit to the appropriate tracks in the DAW, and as all 
plugins are layed on whole tracks in this project this resulted in identical track 
processing and mixing on both the “real” and the “fake” performances.  
 
After this I did an overall levels-check of the mixes and bounced out stems, which I 
would later work on in Pro Tools. 
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3.4.3 Pro Tools Mix 
The reason for the existence of the Pro Tools mix is mostly because of reliability. My 
school’s mix facilities are of a much higher standard than mine at home. Consequently I 
decided perform a stems-mix at school. 
 
This was, in practice, an overall level adjustment and check of all of the mixes in an 
environment that can be trusted. 
 
This mix was done using Avid Pro Tools 10’s built in EQs and Compressor, with a little 
help from Waves’ RCompressor, REQ and RVerb. I also utilised the track automation 
functionalities to emphasise and de-emphasise various parts in order to achieve the most 
balance on any given song. 
 
Finally I adjusted the levels of all of the mixes to communal loudness volume, which I 
safeguarded using the Waves L2 Limiter at very low values, and exported all tracks as 
one long audio file as I had no intention of doing any deep audio mastering. 
 
I then imported this long audio file into Reaper where I cut it up into songs and exported 
them to the final audio files to be analysed. 
 
3.5 Analysis 
For my analysis I decided to look at two main parameters: 
 

1. Sound - Does it sound different? 
- analysed using a blind A/B8 test administered by a third party 
- analysed with Waves’ PAZ Audio Analyzer  
 

2. Musicality - Does it feel different? 
- analysed using a blind A/B test administered by a third party 
- analysed using phase switching 
 

The third party in question in the first two parameters is a person who plays different 
versions of the pieces to me as a blindfolded listener in an order of their choosing, 
whilst writing which version of which piece is being played at any given time. This 
person also records any reflections I have over what I hear during the test. These 
reflections are then documented by the third party person and compared to which 
version I was listening to at any given time, to see whether or not I could in fact fool 
myself regarding which version I was listening to; the one which included a drummer 
and the one that did not.  
 
Whether I can or can not is an interesting notion of its own but I feel it is of vital 
importance for me to reason why I think what I think at any given time so that it can be 
analysed accordingly.9  
 
The results of this analysis is found in the next chapter. 
 
  

8 In order to achieve a fully blind A/B test a sleep mask was used. 
9 Performing a blind test with myself in a listener‘s potition creates problems with objectivity. This is 
expanded on in the discussion part of this paper. 
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4 Results 
4.1 Analysis 
Below are the results of my analysis of the two versions of each of the five pieces of 
music I created using either live drum performances or programmed MIDI 
performances. 
 
The songs were presented to my by a neutral third party person in the following fashion 
during the blind A/B test: 
 
 “Melodic 

Metalcore” 
 

“Black   
Metal” 

“Melodic  
Death Metal” 

“Progressive 
Metal” 

“Thrash 
Metal” 

 
w. drummer 
 

 
Second 

 

 
Second 

 
First 

 
Second 

 
First 

 
w. MIDI 

 
First 

 
First 

 
Second 

 
First 

 
Second 

 
 
4.1.1 Sound - Does It Sound Different? 
Between each version of each song there are some sonic differences. During the blind 
A/B test I quickly noticed a trend in high frequency differences, more specifically in the 
cymbals, as the “shimmer” seemed far more dominant in the versions that included a 
live drummer.  
 
Additionally, the versions of “Black Metal” and “Melodic Death Metal” that included a 
drummer both seemed to suffer from additional overall “thinness”, whereas the MIDI 
versions of the same songs do not. The MIDI versions of theses songs also sound 
noticeably cleaner and clearer, most likely a result of having less microphone bleed. 
 
The PAZ Stereo-Energy Analysis confirms many of my feelings on the shortage of high 
frequency information in the songs overall, with dramatic differences such as -7.9 dB 
difference at 15.848 kHz between the two versions of “Melodic Metalcore”. The 
versions which included a drummer having more high frequency information overall 
according to the PAZ Stereo-Energy Analysis is true to all of the songs except for 
“Thrash Metal” which had the most similar results between it’s two versions. 
 
4.1.2 Feel - Does It Feel Different? 
Between each version of each song there are some differences in “feel”. During the 
blind A/B test I quickly noticed a trend in “tightness”, which I can only best describe in 
terms of playing stability and timing, where the tightness increased noticeable in the 
MIDI versions. This was especially noticeable in “Black Metal”, “Melodic Death 
Metal” and “Thrash Metal”, during parts where the kick drum plays continuous 16th part 
notes with the snare being hit periodically on top of that kick. Whilst the kick feels 
stable in both all of these parts it is when it meets the snare that the amount of tightness 
is determined. This was less obvious in “Melodic Metalcore” and “Progressive Metal” 
as these songs include beats that are more spread out over the drum kit pieces. 
 
Phase switching, in this context, was the process of playing both versions of the songs at 
the same time and inverting the phase on one on Reaper’s track panel.  What this does is 
invert the waveform on one so each high peak becomes a low peak and vice versa. 
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Playing two identical audio files and inverting the phase on one should therefor cancel 
out all outputted audio as the sum of these two audio files is composed of waveform 
peaks that clash with each other perfectly. 
 
As the mixes are identical apart from the drums the inversion of the phase of one of 
them whilst playing both simultaneously should result in the only outputted sound being 
whatever differences lie in the drums. 
 
When played simultaneously both versions of “Black Metal” and “Melodic Death 
Metal” sounded the most alike during this test, resulting in a thing “phasy” unison and a 
low output volume, especially in the kick. This is most likely due to the fact that these 
songs received the most quantisation in the kick drum during the mixing phase and 
confirms my analysis of the kick drum being overall stable in timing. The other three 
songs had overall higher outputs indicating that the likeness between the two versions 
there was measurably less. 
 
4.2 Discussion 
4.2.1 Guesswork 
In guessing which version was which during the blind A/B test I was not fooled and 
guessed right every time. I believe that having worked on these songs in all versions for 
many weeks colors my objectivity when exposed to the test as many small bits and 
pieces that identify which version of the song is playing might already reside in my 
subconscious memory. That being said I was slightly amazed at how alike the versions 
became and how hard I found it to tell them apart. With this in mind I feel confident in 
hypothesising that had I been a neutral listener, listening for the first time, I would have 
had a hard time determining which version was which. I also think that introducing this 
test to listeners with different musical backgrounds, such as other producers or audio 
engineers, musicians or people with no musical background, would take that yet another 
step further. 
 
Recording Revolution’s Graham Cochrane claims that the “[…] big idea here is, even 
though we tend to think that a perfect sample will sound more professional in the mix, 
the truth is your average listener (who will ultimately be the judge of how good your 
mix is) will likely “connect” with and jive to the feel of a real drum kit more” 
(Cochrane 2011). In my project I have seen no evidence of this being a fact. 
 
4.2.2 Bleed and How It Influenced the Results 
During the sampling phase I made the call to only record “relevant bleed”. This meant 
that on a snare sample I only recorded the snare top mic, the snare bottom mic, 
overheads and room, but not the toms or kick mikes. Whilst this creates no problems for 
the close miking as those tracks would be triggered nonetheless it posed a problem with 
the overheads, hi hat and ride.  
 
As I reasoned, the hi hat and ride tracks were there to emphasise the attack and presence 
of those kit pieces, and not to contribute specifically to the overhead-sound. Thus, the hi 
hat and ride samples include the respective close mikes, overheads and room, but all 
other cymbal samples only include overheads and room. This I feel was an error in 
judgement as it resulted in an imbalance between the versions of the songs, where the 
version that includes a drummer also includes cymbal-bleed into the Hi Hat and Ride 
tracks whilst the MIDI version does not. This mistake may also explain the lack of high 
frequency information in the MIDI versions of the song.  
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4.2.3 Practicality - Is It Worth the Effort? 
There is a notion floating around the music production community that MIDI 
programmed drums simply cannot sound like a human performance. I feel that the 
differences between the versions of the songs I created for this project are so small that I 
feel confident in the possibility existing at the very least. 
 
Then you have the question of how much work it takes to make it sound and feel human 
(Dow 2010). One could even go so far as to imagine many hours spent on “humanising” 
the MIDI material that would take an actual drummer mere minutes to “humanise”. 
 
I think that it is a matter of context. Many styles in modern heavy metal require some 
very hard quantisation of any recorded drum tracks, some to the point where there is 
very little of any “original swing” left in the performance. In those scenarios I see no 
reason as to why one couldn’t just as well use a virtual drum kit with good samples as 
the drummer is going to be manipulated to sound as mechanic as possible anyway. I 
also don’t agree with the notion that it needs to take hours and hours to make something 
sound human as I feel my experiments with the “Humanise” function in Reaper have 
gotten me very far very fast as long as I stick with low values. This function is 
essentially a value-based “randomiser” which moves all midi notes randomly around 
their original position relative to a timeline grid according to the values entered into it. 
In music that requires very tight drums, such as many styles of heavy metal, using 
Reaper’s Humanise function with sub-10% values on “Timing” and “Velocity” in can 
add just that instability that still feels stable.  
 
On a more practical level I can imagine many different scenarios working musicians 
and bands might find themselves in where there is little studio time available or too little 
money available for many hours in a studio, where there is some merit to spend it on 
capturing good samples from a drum kit and then programming an entire album in that 
sound outside of the studio.  
 
Naturally, this is a hot button topic with no absolute answer and immense amounts of 
variables, but I see this as a viable option for many scenarios. Weighing the costs of 
having someone write these performances to perfection versus recording everything in a 
studio is something to look at as well, as that could offer a choice that could determine 
what would be economically preferable to a project’s budget.  
 
4.3 Further Research 
4.3.1 Survey 
One of the original ideas of this project was to include a survey that would introduce a 
blind A/B test to the general public, where anybody from any background could try and 
see if they would be fooled by which version was which. Due to time and resource 
limitations this was not possible in this particular project but I feel it could introduce 
another side to this idea, where one could research how people with different musical 
backgrounds and opinions experience this “human factor”, and even how much 
difference it makes for people to have a musical background for them to actually have 
any specific feelings one way or the other about this whole idea. 
 
4.3.2 Electric Drums 
Roland, Yamaha, Pearl and Alesis are only a few brands in the world of electronic 
drums. These drums vary in quality and features but all have a similar idea behind it, to 
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make electronic trigger pads in a format that feels like a drum kit. The drummer hits 
these pads which send MIDI signals to a module, a piece of gear which plays various 
sounds depending on the signal it receives or sends the information forward to any other 
source that can accept MIDI information. Many of these are very complex with high 
levels of realism both in feel for the player and detail of the information it sends out via 
MIDI.  
 
Using this technology one could merge my project into one, where you get best of both 
worlds - the human feel of a drummer and the control of individual samples. In further 
research on this topic I would like to see this approach added to the comparison. 
 
4.3.3 MRI Activity 
Whilst just though, I do think it would be interesting to see what it is that happens in our 
brains on a neuroscentific level when we remove the “humanity” out of the equation in 
the music we listen to and how/if we respond differently when introduced to music 
played by humans. In further research I would very much like to see this idea explored. 
 
4.3.4 Beyond Heavy Metal 
Sampled drums exist all over the musical genre spectrum and I would like to se further 
studies done on this subject, both in a much larger musical scenario, where larger 
differences play larger roles, and in similar scenarios but with other genres. Such studies 
could shed light on the state and role of sampled drums in modern music production as 
a whole, regardless of genre-specific trends, and contribute even more to the discussion. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A - Melodic Metalcore 
Trivium’s “Like Light to the Flies” was the template after which I wrote the first piece 
“Melodic Metalcore”. The first step was picking out riffs, parts or sequences from the 
original composition. The second step was analysing these riffs, parts or sequences 
using various parameters such as Tempo & Time Signature, Key Signature, Stylistic 
Identifiers, etc. The third step was then to take the information gathered and utilise 
arranging techniques such as inversion and retrograde as well as composing fresh parts 
using the analysed parameters as guidelines. 
 
Trivium’s “Like Light to the Flies” is in Dm, 4/4 and at 212 BPMs, with stylistic 
identifiers such as D-beat, Drop-D guitar tuning and a VI-i chord progression. I chose 
three parts/riffs/sequences from the song to work on which have been alphabetised in 
the order they appear. Using this alphabetisation the piece formed the following 
structure: A - B - C - A (solo) - C - C (/A-drums). 
 
The results of my inspired compositions are provided in the notation below, where each 
riff, part or sequence taken from “Like Light to the Flies” provided first with my 
inspired composition provided second. Only guitars and drums are notated in this piece 
as the bass was for the most part identical to simplest form of the guitar riffs, only an 
octave lower, and notation for the solos is not provided as they were improvised. 
Furthermore, each image showing the rhythm guitars shows both guitars, as this 
composition is largely based on dual guitar movements and harmonies, in both standard 
notation and TAB11. It is my hope that this can provide a valid comparison between the 
original piece and the inspired piece.  
 
Riff A, Part A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Like Light to the Flies” (UltimateGuitar 2006) 

 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 

11 Due to unforeseen circumstances the notation provided was written using Arobas Guitar Pro 6, which is 
considered more of a tablature editor than notation software, instead of than Avid Sibelius 7 as originally 
intended which introduced scoring limitations. I do not intent to provide note-for-note scores of all of the 
pieces as the goal here is only to provide a small insight into how I worked.  

I 
 

                                                 



  
 
Drums - “Like Light to the  Flies”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
 
Riff A, Part B 
Rhythm Guitars - “Like Light to the Flies” (UltimateGuitar 2006) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Like Light to the Flies“ 

 
 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
  

II 



  
 

Riff B  
Rhythm Guitars - “Like Light to the Flies” (UltimateGuitar 2006) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Like Light to the Flies“ 

 
 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Metalcore” 
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Riff C, Part A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Like Light to the Flies” (UltimateGuitar 2006) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Like Light to the Flies”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Metalcore” 
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Riff C, Part B 
Rhythm Guitars - “Like Light to the Flies” (UltimateGuitar 2006) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Metalcore” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Like Light to the Flies”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Metalcore” 
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Appendix B - Black Metal 
Mayhem’s “Funeral Fog” was the template after which I wrote the first piece “Black 
Metal”. The first step was picking out riffs, parts or sequences from the original 
composition. The second step was analysing these riffs, parts or sequences using 
various parameters such as Tempo & Time Signature, Key Signature, Stylistic 
Identifiers, etc. The third step was then to take the information gathered and utilise 
arranging techniques such as inversion and retrograde as well as composing fresh parts 
using the analysed parameters as guidelines. 
 
Mayhem’s “Funeral Fog” is in Em, 4/4 and at 146 BPMs, with stylistic identifiers such 
as Blast beat drumming, chromatic chord progressions, absence of major chords 
with emphases on minor barre chords and perfect fifth intervals. I chose four 
riffs/parts/sequences from the song to work on which have been alphabetised in the 
order they appear. Using this alphabetisation the piece formed the following structure: 
A - B (break) - C - D - A (/C-drums). 
 
The results of my inspired compositions are provided in the notation below, where each 
riff, part or sequence taken from “Funeral Fog” provided first with my inspired 
composition provided second. Only guitars and drums are notated in this piece as the 
bass was for the most part identical to simplest form of the guitar riffs, only an octave 
lower.  Furthermore, each image showing the rhythm guitars shows all guitars on one 
staff, as this composition in practice utilises multiple guitars playing in unison, in both 
standard notation and TAB12. It is my hope that this can provide a valid comparison 
between the original piece and the inspired piece. 
 
 
Riff A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Funeral Fog” (graveyard_slut 2010) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Black Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Funeral Fog”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Black Metal” 

 
 

12 Due to unforeseen circumstances the notation provided was written using Arobas Guitar Pro 6, which is 
considered more of a tablature editor than notation software, instead of than Avid Sibelius 7 as originally 
intended which introduced scoring limitations. I do not intent to provide note-for-note scores of all of the 
pieces as the goal here is only to provide a small insight into how I worked. 

VI 

                                                 



  
 

Riff B (break) 
Rhythm Guitars - “Funeral Fog” (graveyard_slut 2010) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Black Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Funeral Fog”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Black Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff C 
Rhythm Guitars - “Funeral Fog” (graveyard_slut 2010) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Black Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Funeral Fog”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Black Metal” 
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Riff D 
Rhythm Guitars - “Funeral Fog” (graveyard_slut 2010) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Black Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Funeral Fog”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Black Metal” 
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Appendix C - Melodic Death Metal 
At the Gates’s “Death and the Labyrinth” was the template after which I wrote the first 
piece “Melodic Death Metal”. The first step was picking out riffs, parts or sequences 
from the original composition. The second step was analysing these riffs, parts or 
sequences using various parameters such as Tempo & Time Signature, Key Signature, 
Stylistic Identifiers, etc. The third step was then to take the information gathered and 
utilise arranging techniques such as inversion and retrograde as well as composing fresh 
parts using the analysed parameters as guidelines. 
 
At the Gates’s “Death and the Labyrinth” is in Bm, 4/4 and at 120 BPMs, with stylistic 
identifiers such as D-beat drumming, baritone guitars, Harmonic minor scale, 
breakdowns, tremolo picking and palm muting. I chose five riffs/parts/sequences 
from the song to work on which have been alphabetised in the order they appear. Using 
this alphabetisation the piece formed the following structure: A - B - C - D 
(Breakdown) - E - C - A. 
 
The results of my inspired compositions are provided in the notation below, where each 
riff, part or sequence taken from “Death and the Labyrinth” provided first with my 
inspired composition provided second. Only guitars and drums are notated in this piece 
as the bass was for the most part identical to simplest form of the guitar riffs, only an 
octave lower.  Furthermore, each image showing the rhythm guitars shows all guitars on 
one staff, as this composition in practice utilises multiple guitars playing in unison, in 
both standard notation and TAB13. It is my hope that this can provide a valid 
comparison between the original piece and the inspired piece. 
 
Riff A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth”  

 
  

13 Due to unforeseen circumstances the notation provided was written using Arobas Guitar Pro 6, which is 
considered more of a tablature editor than notation software, instead of than Avid Sibelius 7 as originally 
intended which introduced scoring limitations. I do not intent to provide note-for-note scores of all of the 
pieces as the goal here is only to provide a small insight into how I worked. 
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Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
  
 
Riff B, Part A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff B, Part B 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 
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Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff C 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth”  
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Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff D (Breakdown) 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff E 
Rhythm Guitars - “Death and the Labyrinth” (sam_b 2014) 
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Rhythm Guitars - “Melodic Death Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Death and the Labyrinth”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Melodic Death Metal” 
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Appendix D - Progressive Metal 
Meshuggah’s “Demiurge” was the template after which I wrote the first piece 
“Progressive Metal”. The first step was picking out riffs, parts or sequences from the 
original composition. The second step was analysing these riffs, parts or sequences 
using various parameters such as Tempo & Time Signature, Key Signature, Stylistic 
Identifiers, etc. The third step was then to take the information gathered and utilise 
arranging techniques such as inversion and retrograde as well as composing fresh parts 
using the analysed parameters as guidelines. 
 
Meshuggah’s “Demiurge” is in F/Fm, 4/4 and at 85 BPMs, with stylistic identifiers 
such as 8 string guitars14, exotic scales, polyrhythms and unison between guitars 
and bass. I chose three riffs/parts/sequences from the song to work on which have been 
alphabetised in the order they appear. Using this alphabetisation the piece formed the 
following structure: A - B - A - C. 
 
The results of my inspired compositions are provided in the notation below, where each 
riff, part or sequence taken from “Demiurge” provided first with my inspired 
composition provided second. Only guitars and drums are notated in this piece as the 
bass was for the most part identical to simplest form of the guitar riffs, only an octave 
lower.  Furthermore, each image showing the rhythm guitars shows all guitars on one 
staff, as this composition in practice utilises multiple guitars playing in unison, in both 
standard notation and TAB15. It is my hope that this can provide a valid comparison 
between the original piece and the inspired piece. 
 
Riff A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Demiurge” (Stuart_XIV 2013) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Progressive Metal” 

 
 
 
  

14 Achieved by tuning a 7 string guitar down to the 8 string guitar register (in this case F2 standard) 
15 Due to unforeseen circumstances the notation provided was written using Arobas Guitar Pro 6, which is 
considered more of a tablature editor than notation software, instead of than Avid Sibelius 7 as originally 
intended which introduced scoring limitations. I do not intent to provide note-for-note scores of all of the 
pieces as the goal here is only to provide a small insight into how I worked. 
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Drums - “Demiurge”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Progressive Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff B 
Rhythm Guitars - “Demiurge” (Stuart_XIV 2013) 

 
 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Progressive Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Demiurge”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Progressive Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff C 
Rhythm Guitars - “Demiurge” (Stuart_XIV 2013) 
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Rhythm Guitars - “Progressive Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Demiurge”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Progressive Metal” 
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Appendix E - Thrash Metal 
Havok’s “Point of No Return” was the template after which I wrote the first piece 
“Progressive Metal”. The first step was picking out riffs, parts or sequences from the 
original composition. The second step was analysing these riffs, parts or sequences 
using various parameters such as Tempo & Time Signature, Key Signature, Stylistic 
Identifiers, etc. The third step was then to take the information gathered and utilise 
arranging techniques such as inversion and retrograde as well as composing fresh parts 
using the analysed parameters as guidelines. 
 
Havok’s “Point of No Return” is in Em, 4/4 and at 195 BPMs, with stylistic identifiers 
such as perfect fifths guitar harmonies, polyrhythms and D-beat drumming. I chose 
three riffs/parts/sequences from the song to work on which have been alphabetised in 
the order they appear. Using this alphabetisation the piece formed the following 
structure: A (intro) - A - B - C - A (solo) / B (solo) - C (solo/outro). 
  
The results of my inspired compositions are provided in the notation below, where each 
riff, part or sequence taken from “Point of No Return” provided first with my inspired 
composition provided second. Only guitars and drums are notated in this piece as the 
bass was for the most part identical to simplest form of the guitar riffs, only an octave 
lower.  Furthermore, each image showing the rhythm guitars shows all guitars on one 
staff, as this composition in practice utilises multiple guitars playing in unison, in both 
standard notation and TAB16. It is my hope that this can provide a valid comparison 
between the original piece and the inspired piece. 
 
Riff A 
Rhythm Guitars - “Point of No Return” (doa1996 n.d.) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Thrash Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Point of No Return”  

 
 
 
  

16 Due to unforeseen circumstances the notation provided was written using Arobas Guitar Pro 6, which is 
considered more of a tablature editor than notation software, instead of than Avid Sibelius 7 as originally 
intended which introduced scoring limitations. I do not intent to provide note-for-note scores of all of the 
pieces as the goal here is only to provide a small insight into how I worked. 
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Drums - “Thrash Metal” 

 
 

Riff B 

Rhythm Guitars - “Point of No Return” (doa1996 n.d.) 

 
 
 
Rhythm Guitars - “Thrash Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Point of No Return”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Thrash Metal” 

 
 
 
Riff C 
Rhythm Guitars - “Point of No Return” (doa1996 n.d.) 
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Rhythm Guitars - “Thrash Metal” 

 
 
 
Drums - “Point of No Return”  

 
 
 
Drums - “Thrash Metal” 
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Appendix F - Heavy Metal Subgenres Randomisation Results 
 
 
Alphabetical Order 
 

 
 
Random.org’s Randomise List 
 

 
Alternative metal 
Ambient black metal 
Avant-garde metal 
Bay Area thrash metal 
Black metal 
Celtic metal 
Christian metal 
Crossover thrash 
Crust punk 
Dark metal 
Death 'n' roll 
Death metal 
Deathgrind 
Digital hardcore 
Djent 
Doom metal 
Drone metal 
Electronicore 
Extreme metal 
Folk metal 
Funk metal 
Glam metal 
Goregrind 
Gothic metal 
Grindcore 
Groove metal 
Industrial metal 
Latin metal 
Medieval metal 
Melodic death metal 
Melodic metalcore 
Nagoya kei 
Neoclassical metal 
Neue Deutsche Härte 
Nintendocore 
Nu metal 
Pagan metal 
Pirate metal 
Pornogrind 
Post-metal 
Power metal 
Progressive metal 
Rap metal 
Sludge metal 
Speed metal 
Stoner rock 
Symphonic black metal 
Symphonic metal 
Thrash metal 
Traditional heavy metal 
Unblack metal 
Viking metal 
Visual kei 

 
Melodic metalcore 
Black metal 
Melodic death metal 
Progressive metal 
Thrash metal 
Post-metal 
Neue Deutsche Härte 
Deathgrind 
Pirate metal 
Folk metal 
Drone metal 
Rap metal 
Glam metal 
Doom metal 
Death metal 
Avant-garde metal 
Visual kei 
Industrial metal 
Dark metal 
Nu metal 
Electronicore 
Grindcore 
Djent 
Alternative metal 
Power metal 
Ambient black metal 
Symphonic metal 
Traditional heavy metal 
Stoner rock 
Unblack metal 
Crossover thrash 
Pornogrind 
Medieval metal 
Symphonic black metal 
Extreme metal 
Goregrind 
Latin metal 
Nintendocore 
Nagoya kei 
Digital hardcore 
Sludge metal 
Groove metal 
Christian metal 
Death 'n' roll 
Bay Area thrash metal 
Gothic metal 
Crust punk 
Neoclassical metal 
Speed metal 
Celtic metal 
Viking metal 
Pagan metal 
Funk metal 

 
 
Results from 24.1.15.  
The top 5 subgenres that were chosen for the project are shown in bold. 
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Appendix G - Gear listing 
 
Guitars 
Owlwood Custom HH1, w. Seymour Duncan pickups 
ESP Ltd MMV, w. EMG pickups 
ESP Ltd EC-1000, w. EMG pickups 
Ibanez RG7321, w. Ibanez pickups 
Fender Telecaster American Special, w. Fender pickups 
 
Basses 
Fernandes Gravity 5X 
Squier JB 
 
Guitar/Bass Preamp 
Fractal Audio Axe Fx II Mark II 
 
Drums: 
Tama Superstar Hyper-Drive Drum Kit: 
- 22x20 Hyper-Drive Kick Drum 
- 13" Hyper-Drive Snare Drum 
- 12" Hyper-Drive Hanging Tom 
- 14" Hyper-Drive Floor Tom 
- 16" Hyper-Drive Floor Tom 
 
14" Sabian Hi Hat 
16" Sabian Crash Cymbal 
18" Sabian Crash Cymbal 
20" Sabian Ride Cymbal 
14" China 
 
14” Mapex Armory Daisy Cutter Snare Drum 
Remo Coated Ambassador drum heads 
 
Microphones used in drum recording: 
Kick In   Audix D6 
Kick Sub  Moon Mic DK-27 
Snare Top  Shure SM57 
Snare Bottom AKG C451B 
Toms  Sennheiser MD421-II (x3) 
Hi Hat  Neumann TLM103 
Ride  Neumann TLM103 
Overheads  Neumann KM184 (pair) 
Room  Neumann U87 (pair) 
 
Additional gear during drum recording: 
Audient ASP8024 Analog Mixer 
Digidesign 192 I/O A/D Converter 
Avid Pro Tools 10HD 
Yamaha HS50 
Dynaudio Air 25 
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Mixing Tools 
 
Reaper Mix 
Cockos Reaper 4  
 
Toontrack Superior Drummer: The Metal Foundry SDX 
 
Sound Radix Auto-Align 
Wavemachine Labs Drumagog 5 
FabFilter Pro-Q 2, Pro-C 
Waves RCompressor, CLA-2A, CLA-76, RVerb 
Lexicon PCM Native Plate Reverb 
Toontrack EZMix 
 
Adam A7x 
M-Audio Bx5a 
 
Pro Tools Mix 
Avid Pro Tools 10  
 
Avid Pro Tools 10 built in plugins 
Waves REQ, RCompressor, RVerb, L2 Limiter 
 
Genelec 1030A 
 
Analysis 
Waves PAZ Audio Analyzer 
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Appendix H - Sampling Structure 
 
Kit Piece Articulations Velocity Layers Hits Per Layer Microphones 

Tama Snare Center, Rim, Flams, Rolls, Ruffs, 

Sidestick 
5-7 5-7 Snare Top, Snare Bottom, 

Overheads, Room 

Mapex Snare Center, Rim, Rolls, Sidestick 5-7 5-7 Snare Top, Snare Bottom, 

Overheads, Room 

Kick Left, Right 7 6-8 Kick, Kick Sub, Snare Bottom 

(x2), Overheads, Room 

Rack Tom Hit 6 5-7 Tom, Snare Bottom (x2), 

Overheads, Room 

Floor Tom 1 Hit 6 5-7 Tom, Snare Bottom (x2), 

Overheads, Room 

Floor Tom 2 Hit 6 5-7 Tom, Snare Bottom (x2), 

Overheads, Room 

Hi Hat Hard Closed, Med. Closed, Soft 

Closed, Pedal, Open 1, Open 2 
6 4 Hi Hat, Overheads, Room 

Ride Ride, Bell, Crash 4-6 5-6 Ride, Overheads, Room 

Left Cymbal Crash, Bell, Choke 4-6 4-6 Overheads, Room 

Right Cymbal Crash 6 4-6 Overheads, Room 

China Crash 6 5 Overheads, Room 
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Appendix I - Waves PAZ Frequency Analysis Results 
“Stereo-Energy Analyzer Results” of both versions of each song listed by song order. 
 
“Melodic Metalcore” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -23.7 
65 -9.0 
108 -9.9 
151  -13.3 
194  -15.9 
237 -19.2 
280 -22.0 
323 -20.2 
388 -18.4 
474 -18.1 
560 -21.3 
646 -19.9 
732 -21.1 
818 -23.4 
904 -21.9 
991 -23.4 
1120 -20.5 
1292 -20.5 
1464 -22.3 
1637 -24.0 
1809 -23.7 
1981 -21.7 
2153 -22.5 
2326 -20.4 
2498 -22.3 
2670 -24.8 
2929 -20.2 
3273 -22.3 
3618 -22.7 
3962 -23.9 
4307 -22.5 
4651 -25.6 
4996 -26.7 
5340 -26.0 
5685 -25.2 
6029 -27.0 
6374 -28.0 
6718 -27.0 
7235  -23.9 
7924 -30.2 
8613 -26.6 
9302 -29.6 
9991 -33.0 
10680 -32.5 
11714 -27.6 
13092 -27.7 
14470 -30.3 
15848 -31.2 
17227 -34.2 
18605 -35.7 
19983 -38.0 
21361 -42.5 

“Melodic Metalcore” w. MIDI 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -24.3 
65 -9.0 
108 -9.3 
151 -15.9 
194 -16.7 
237 -19.2 
280 -22.2 
323 -20.2 
388 -17.6 
474 -18.7 
560 -21.2 
646 -20.2 
732 -21.5 
818 -23.9 
904 -23.0 
991 -23.8 
1120 -19.5 
1292 -20.9 
1464 -22.2 
1637 -24.0 
1809 -23.6 
1981 -21.5 
2153 -22.4 
2326 -20.5 
2498 -22.5 
2670 -25.0 
2929 -22.5 
3273 -22.8 
3618 -22.6 
3962 -23.2 
4307 -22.4 
4651 -24.8 
4996 -27.3 
5340 -26.5 
5685 -23.9 
6029 -29.8 
6374 -28.4 
6718 -26.0 
7235 -24.8 
7924 -30.8 
8613 -28.5 
9302 -31.1 
9991 -34.8 
10680 -32.3 
11714 -33.0 
13092 -31.3 
14470 -34.5 
15848 -39.1 
17227 -41.7 
18605 -42.4 
19983 -42.4 
21361 -44.5 
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“Black Metal” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -18.5 
65 -9.0 
108 -9.1 
151 -11.7 
194 -16.7 
237 -21.3 
280 -26.0 
323 -24.8 
388 -22.3 
474 -22.2 
560 -25.4 
646 -25.5 
732 -25.0 
818 -28.4 
904 -28.6 
991 -30.2 
1120 -25.7 
1292 -26.9 
1464 -27.9 
1637 -25.4 
1809 -27.5 
1981 -28.1 
2153 -23.5 
2326 -20.8 
2498 -19.1 
2670 -21.0 
2929 -17.9 
3273 -17.3 
3618 -21.0 
3962 -20.6 
4307 -19.6 
4651 -19.0 
4996 -23.5 
5340 -23.8 
5685 -25.3 
6029 -26.1 
6374 -26.6 
6718 -26.0 
7235 -23.9 
7924 -28.3 
8613 -28.1 
9302 -28.0 
9991 -30.8 
10680 -30.1 
11714 -25.3 
13092 -25.3 
14470 -27.3 
15848 -30.2 
17227 -29.3 
18605 -33.6 
19983 -36.3 
21361 -38.6 

“Black Metal” w. MIDI 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -21.0 
65 -10.8 
108 -9.4 
151 -13.4 
194 -17.7 
237 -20.9 
280 -27.3 
323 -26.4 
388 -22.7 
474 -23.6 
560 -25.4 
646 -25.3 
732 -23.9 
818 -27.9 
904 -28.2 
991 -29.4 
1120 -24.5 
1292 -28.1 
1464 -27.9 
1637 -26.7 
1809 -28.0 
1981 -27.6 
2153 -23.5 
2326 -21.1 
2498 -19.2 
2670 -21.1 
2929 -18.0 
3273 -17.3 
3618 -21.6 
3962 -21.2 
4307 -20.7 
4651 -19.3 
4996 -23.1 
5340 -23.6 
5685 -26.2 
6029 -26.7 
6374 -28.1 
6718 -26.5 
7235 -25.4 
7924 -26.6 
8613 -27.7 
9302 -27.8 
9991 -29.4 
10680 -29.6 
11714 -24.9 
13092 -25.8 
14470 -27.4 
15848 -27.1 
17227 -31.2 
18605 -32.7 
19983 -34.9 
21361 -37.3 
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“Melodic Death Metal” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -18.4 
65 -5.0 
108 -8.6 
151 -14.6 
194 -15.8 
237 -19.6 
280 -22.3 
323 -23.5 
388 -22.0 
474 -21.2 
560 -23.0 
646 -25.1 
732 -22.8 
818 -23.2 
904 -23.1 
991 -24.7 
1120 -23.1 
1292 -23.6 
1464 -25.2 
1637 -24.1 
1809 -26.1 
1981 -24.8 
2153 -21.8 
2326 -25.7 
2498 -23.1 
2670 -26.9 
2929 -24.2 
3273 -24.1 
3618 -24.1 
3962 -21.3 
4307 -19.7 
4651 -23.4 
4996 -26.4 
5340 -23.5 
5685 -24.1 
6029 -26.4 
6374 -25.9 
6718 -24.9 
7235 -21.6 
7924 -29.4 
8613 -29.6 
9302 -28.2 
9991 -31.1 
10680 -31.6 
11714 -24.2 
13092 -20.0 
14470 -22.7 
15848 -26.4 
17227 -31.5 
18605 -32.9 
19983 -36.7 
21361 -41.5 

“Melodic Death Metal” w. MIDI 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -16.6 
65 -6.0 
108 -6.5 
151 -14.4 
194 -16.0 
237 -18.7 
280 -23.2 
323 -24.6 
388 -22.6 
474 -21.6 
560 -24.5 
646 -23.7 
732 -22.8 
818 -23.5 
904 -23.0 
991 -25.9 
1120 -20.7 
1292 -24.3 
1464 -26.2 
1637 -25.0 
1809 -26.1 
1981 -25.3 
2153 -21.8 
2326 -26.7 
2498 -25.2 
2670 -26.7 
2929 -23.8 
3273 -24.1 
3618 -22.3 
3962 -21.2 
4307 -22.5 
4651 -23.4 
4996 -26.6 
5340 -23.9 
5685 -25.5 
6029 -27.5 
6374 -28.7 
6718 -30.2 
7235 -28.6 
7924 -30.9 
8613 -31.7 
9302 -32.1 
9991 -33.5 
10680 -33.1 
11714 -29.8 
13092 -24.7 
14470 -29.1 
15848 -32.6 
17227 -36.5 
18605 -36.4 
19983 -41.3 
21361 -42.0 
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“Progressive Metal” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -28.1 
65 -9.6 
108 -7.6 
151 -15.6 
194 -16.3 
237 -19.9 
280 -24.0 
323 -25.1 
388 -22.8 
474 -23.7 
560 -25.6 
646 -23.7 
732 -16.1 
818 -23.6 
904 -24.5 
991 -26.9 
1120 -23.6 
1292 -25.9 
1464 -21.5 
1637 -20.9 
1809 -20.1 
1981 -28.4 
2153 -21.3 
2326 -22.4 
2498 -22.6 
2670 -25.8 
2929 -22.1 
3273 -24.6 
3618 -25.3 
3962 -21.6 
4307 -22.4 
4651 -22.1 
4996 -27.2 
5340 -24.3 
5685 -26.2 
6029 -26.0 
6374 -26.3 
6718 -26.1 
7235 -21.5 
7924 -28.8 
8613 -28.4 
9302 -30.3 
9991 -31.1 
10680 -32.2 
11714 -33.2 
13092 -35.8 
14470 -35.8 
15848 -37.4 
17227 -37.2 
18605 -37.9 
19983 -37.7 
21361 -42.4 

“Progressive Metal” w. MIDI 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -28.0 
65 -10.0 
108 -9.8 
151 -18.1 
194 -16.4 
237 -21.0 
280 -23.9 
323 -26.0 
388 -23.1 
474 -23.7 
560 -28.7 
646 -23.3 
732 -16.3 
818 -24.7 
904 -24.9 
991 -26.9 
1120 -23.8 
1292 -26.2 
1464 -22.0 
1637 -19.4 
1809 -18.7 
1981 -27.9 
2153 -21.2 
2326 -22.3 
2498 -22.5 
2670 -26.3 
2929 -22.1 
3273 -24.0 
3618 -24.5 
3962 -22.2 
4307 -21.3 
4651 -26.7 
4996 -26.2 
5340 -26.7 
5685 -26.4 
6029 -27.1 
6374 -25.7 
6718 -25.5 
7235 -24.9 
7924 -29.0 
8613 -30.4 
9302 -31.4 
9991 -31.5 
10680 -32.5 
11714 -33.3 
13092 -36.4 
14470 -39.7 
15848 -42.6 
17227 -42.6 
18605 -43.7 
19983 -44.3 
21361 -47.5 
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“Thrash Metal” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -19.1 
65 -7.2 
108 -15.0 
151 -16.8 
194 -15.9 
237 -18.0 
280 -23.7 
323 -23.2 
388 -21.5 
474 -21.4 
560 -16.9 
646 -14.9 
732 -19.8 
818 -18.2 
904 -19.5 
991 -23.1 
1120 -19.5 
1292 -22.0 
1464 -23.7 
1637 -18.6 
1809 -20.8 
1981 -24.2 
2153 -23.8 
2326 -22.3 
2498 -21.8 
2670 -22.3 
2929 -22.7 
3273 -21.6 
3618 -24.1 
3962 -26.4 
4307 -23.9 
4651 -25.9 
4996 -27.4 
5340 -26.9 
5685 -25.6 
6029 -26.4 
6374 -27.6 
6718 -31.0 
7235 -19.1 
7924 -25.6 
8613 -29.0 
9302 -27.5 
9991 -29.7 
10680 -28.5 
11714 -26.5 
13092 -28.3 
14470 -30.9 
15848 -35.2 
17227 -36.4 
18605 -39.0 
19983 -41.9 
21361 -42.8 

“Thrash Metal” w. drummer 
 
FRQ (Hz): Stereo Energy (dB):  
22 -20.4 
65 -8.7 
108 -15.9 
151 -16.9 
194 -17.5 
237 -18.5 
280 -23.1 
323 -23.1 
388 -21.3 
474 -21.7 
560 -16.9 
646 -15.0 
732 -19.5 
818 -18.3 
904 -19.3 
991 -23.2 
1120 -19.5 
1292 -22.0 
1464 -23.5 
1637 -18.6 
1809 -21.0 
1981 -24.2 
2153 -24.4 
2326 -22.1 
2498 -21.8 
2670 -22.3 
2929 -22.7 
3273 -21.5 
3618 -23.6 
3962 -25.7 
4307 -26.7 
4651 -29.0 
4996 -27.7 
5340 -27.1 
5685 -28.6 
6029 -27.9 
6374 -29.6 
6718 -28.4 
7235 -26.3 
7924 -26.9 
8613 -26.7 
9302 -25.9 
9991 -30.4 
10680 -32.1 
11714 -28.5 
13092 -31.7 
14470 -33.9 
15848 -34.3 
17227 -36.0 
18605 -38.6 
19983 -40.6 
21361 -43.1 
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